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Open science is both mandated by funders and journals,
but can be a bit of a minefield legally



Whatever the context, open science is here today,
here to stay, and will be bigger tomorrow

https://www.flickr.com/photos/scriptingnews/3503448168
(CC BY-SA 2.0)

Saint George and the Dragon
about 1470, Paolo Uccello



Open science is frequently linked to scientific integrity,
and absence of data can be a very strong red flag

After an investigation, the Central Ethical Review Board in 
Sweden has recommended the retraction of the Report 
“Environmentally relevant concentrations of microplastic
particles influence larval fish ecology,” by Oona M. Lönnstedt
and Peter Eklöv, published in Science on 3 June 2016 (1). 
Science ran an Editorial Expression of Concern regarding the 
Report on 1 December 2016 (2). The Review Board’s report, 
dated 21 April 2017, cited the following reasons for their 
recommendation: (i) lack of ethical approval for the 
experiments; (ii) absence of original data for the 
experiments reported in the paper; (iii) widespread lack of 
clarity concerning how the experiments were conducted.
Although the authors have told Science that they disagree 
with elements of the Board’s report, and although Uppsala 
University has not yet concluded its own investigation, the 
weight of evidence is that the paper should now be retracted. 
In light of the Board’s recommendation and a 28 April 2017 
request from the authors to retract the paper, Science is 
retracting the paper in full.



We need to make a choice of how we frame open science

Show me your data, now!

I don’t trust you!

I’ll find all your mistakes!

This will not end well!

Could I look at your data?

OK, this is pretty cool!

Look what I found in here!

Your data is so useful!

https://hero.fandom.com/wiki/Good_Cop

And let us not forget that your data will most likely
live a much longer and more useful life than your publication!
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A nice guide to practical open science has been written,
but it has been a few years ago.



A somewhat different (more detailed) open science taxonomy
has been collated by the FOSTER network

Knoth, Petr; Pontika, Nancy (2015): Open Science Taxonomy. figshare. https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1508606
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In 2010, Elsevier’s reported a 36% profit margin – higher 
than Apple, Google, or Amazon that year

www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jun/27/profitable-business-scientific-publishing-bad-for-science



Three types of open access: gold, green, and delayed

Gold open access means you pay, as author, to have your paper open access. 
Other papers in the same journal may not be, and so subscriptions remain 
necessary! Journals love this as it means they get paid twice.

Green open access means that you deposit a preprint (without the ‘added 
value’ of peer review and typesetting) to a public repository such as arXiv, 
BioRxiv, MedRxiv, or ChemRxiv.

Delayed open access means that your paper only becomes open access after 
an embargo period (often a year)



The Directory of Open Access Journals helps you
to find open access journals 

https://doaj.org/



Green open access as a means
to fast and free open access

INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORIES



Ghent University has built its own institutional repository

https://biblio.ugent.be



Open data is widely organised around FAIR principles,
and compliant (generic) data storage systems exist

FAIR data principles, WikiMedia Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0



Data sharing requires three building blocks:
minimal requirements, CVs, and standard formats



Of course, a suitable data licence needs to be chosen as well, 
and here, Creative Commons licences are the most popular

Data without license may NOT be shared at all

Two Creative Commons licenses should be your top choices:

Attribution (CC BY), only mandates recognition of the author

Attribution-ShareAlike (CC BY-SA), as CC BY above, but all derived works need 
to be licensed CC-BY-SA as well (infectious licence)

Note that CC licenses are not meant for software code; see later for examples 
of suitable open source licenses!

Wikipedia and a lot of Flicr uses CC, amongst many others

https://creativecommons.org
https://creativecommons.org/licenses



Ghent University has defined a detaileded policy framework 
on research data management (RDM)

https://www.ugent.be/en/research/openscience/datamanagement/policies/ghent-university.htm



Data management plans are mandatory for all UGent funding 
as well as for most external funders

https://dmponline.be



The open source paradigm is old and venerable,
and certainly not only linked to science



There’s some choice in open source or free software licenses, 
and making that choice is not entirely trivial

GNU GPL: copyleft, infective

GNU LGPL: copyleft, but linking is non-infective

Apache2: open source, permissive

MIT: open source, permissive

BSD: open source, permissive

Creative Commons: not meant for software!

Not all licenses can be altered afterwards, and most 
need explicit permission from all contributing authors!

https://opensource.org/licenses/category
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_free_and_open-source_software_licenses
http://choosealicense.com/licenses



Open source code should be hosted on a third-party platform, 
like GitHUb, BitBucket, or similar

https://github.com/compomics



Ghent University has its own local GitHub server,
used during development or in case of potential IP
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Ghent University has working groups at different levels,
with a central, connecting role reserved for data stewards

GHENT UNIVERSITY

university library Open Science working group

Faculty of Medicine

OS working group

Faculty of Psychology

OS working group

Faculty of Sciences

OS working group

Head of unit, 
data 

stewards (5) 
and curators 

(2)



The roles of the data stewards is to broadly support
open science practices, and help fulfill requirements

https://www.ugent.be/en/research/openscience/datamanagement/support/data-stewards-curators.htm



The six data stewards are each assigned to a topic cluster

https://www.ugent.be/en/research/openscience/datamanagement/support/data-stewards-curators.htm
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In the Faculty of Medicine, we created adaptable educational 
guidance to bring open science skills into the curricula

basic level, advanced level, specialisation level

Crokaerts, Martens and the RDM WG: Subleerlijn Research Data Management (RDM) - Implementatie Binnen Onderzoeksleerlijn Bama-stelsel, UGent, 2019



We created detailed learning goals, matched to
the final competencies in the previous table (i)

Crokaerts, Martens and the RDM WG: Subleerlijn Research Data Management (RDM) - Implementatie Binnen Onderzoeksleerlijn Bama-stelsel, UGent, 2019

basic level

advanced level

specialisation level
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We created detailed learning goals, matched to
the final competencies in the previous table (iii)

Crokaerts, Martens and the RDM WG: Subleerlijn Research Data Management (RDM) - Implementatie Binnen Onderzoeksleerlijn Bama-stelsel, UGent, 2019

basic level

advanced level

specialisation level



An example implementation from the Biomedical Sciences 
was also provided, here for the Bachelor

Crokaerts, Martens and the RDM WG: Subleerlijn Research Data Management (RDM) - Implementatie Binnen Onderzoeksleerlijn Bama-stelsel, UGent, 2019



An example implementation from the Biomedical Sciences 
was also provided, and here for the Master

Crokaerts, Martens and the RDM WG: Subleerlijn Research Data Management (RDM) - Implementatie Binnen Onderzoeksleerlijn Bama-stelsel, UGent, 2019
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Open science makes the work accessible to anyone

Open science allows people to build much more efficiently on previous work

Open science helps maximize the usefulness of each individual research effort

Data tend to have a (much!) longer shelf life than our (limited) interpretations

Open science fosters creativity, and stimulates revolutionary research

Open science brings many good things,
and we should be ready for these



Summary – policy aspects

Focus on promise
Share successful ideas/approaches/grant proposals
Organise communities for exchange
Inspire uptake

Positive reinforcement
Highlight and reward open science success stories
Adapt CVs to value meritorious open science effort
Financially support firmly open science-related efforts (creation and maintenance
of data, code, tools – can be hardware, software, skilled support staff)

Passive enforcement
Count only open artefacts in bean-counting exercises
Force non-paper contributions onto CVs
Introduce valuation of actual re-use/impact metrics



Summary – implementation steps

Facilitate adherence to requirements
Solid support for administrative tasks (DMPs)
Support for open science practices (institutional, or third-party repositories)
Support for open science-related text in proposals

Invest in education
Train responsible data producers
Train sophisticated data consumers
Train future large-scale data scientists across domains!

Connect to industry
Stay in touch with where they are moving
What do they need in terms of:

Skilled staff
Resources and tools
Networking





www.compomics.com
compomics.github.io


